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The number X, of increasing subsequences of the n-long random permutation is 
studied. Asymptotics of the moments of X, are found; In X, is shown to grow, in 
probability, as a fi, 2 In 2 Q a < 2. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S, be the symmetric group of permutations s, of {l,..., n}. Introduce 
the uniform probability distribution on S,, so that p(s,) = IS, 1-l = (n!))‘. 
In this paper we study Xn’=Xn(sn) the total number of increasing subse- 
quences of a randomly chosen permutation s,, i.e., the number of sets 
z c { l,..., n) such that s,(i) < s,(j) whenever i < j, i, j E I. If s, is (l,..., n), 
then every subsequence {s,(i)}i,, = s, I, is increasing, so that X, = 2”. If s, is 
(n,..., I), then s,,I, is increasing if and only if its length 111 is 0 or 1, so that 
X, = n + I, and this is clearly the minimum possible value of X,,. Thus 
minX,=n+ 1, max X, = 2”. 
S” S” 
To find EX,,, notice that s,(, is increasing with the probability (III!)-‘, so 
that 
E(X”) = F (III!)-’ = go w-’ ( ;) . (l-1) 
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2 LIFSCHITZ AND PITTEL 
Higher moments of X,, are far more difficult to evaluate. The reason is that 
the probability of, say, two subsequences s, I,, , s, iI2 being increasing depends 
on how the subsets I,, I, intertwine with each other, rather than on the 
cardinalities lZ1 1, II, 1, II, UZ,I, and 1 I, nZ,l. We show that 
E(Xi) = .s 4’((k + I)!)-’ 
k+?<n 
Equations (l.l), (1.2) lead to asymptotics for E(X,) and E(Xi), namely 
E(X,) - (2&)-1n-“4 exp(2nY2) = 0.171n-“4 exp(2n”*), 
E(Xi) - cn - ‘j4 exp(24! n”*) % 0.0106~ 1’4 exp(4.12#*), 
(1.3) 
n + co. Thus, var(X,) grows faster than (E(X,J)*, so that the “natural” 
random variable (X, - E(X,J)(var(X,J-“* converges, somewhat disappoin- 
tingly, to zero in probability. 
As for E(X”,), v > 3, we show that there exists the limit 
6, = A\& In E(Xi)/n”*, 
0 < b, < co, so that E X” grows as exp(b,n”*) for large n. According to 
(1.3), b, = 2, b, = 2 /--+7= 2 + 5. We prove that, for v > 3, 
fi . 2”/= < b,, < 2( 1 + \/2)2”‘*. (1.4) 
These exponential estimates suggest the study of In X,. The ratio 
(In X, >ln ‘I* is shown to converge, in probability, to an absolute constant a, 
1.39 z 2 In 2 < a < 2. (1.5) 
Monte-Carlo experiments which we have made seem to indicate that 
E(ln X,)/n ‘I* is increasing, and possibly a = 2. 
Our interest in the distribution of X, is caused partially by its relevance to 
the problem of algorithmic analysis studied by Lifschitz [8]. That paper 
deals with the distribution of the computation time of a knapsack algorithm. 
Let us describe this connection. Given a permutation s,, we call a set Z c 
{ I,..., n} s,-closed if, for every two indices i < j such that s,(i) > s,(j), 
inclusion i E Z implies j E I. Under some probabilistic assumptions 
concerning parameters of the knapsack problem, the computation time of the 
algorithm in question is shown to have the same distribution as the total 
number of s,-closed sets of the random permutation s,. The average number 
of closed sets is found in [8], and it turns out to be equal to E(X,) given in 
(1.1). This observation suggests that perhaps the distributions of these two 
random variables, i.e., the number of increasing subsequences and the 
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number of closed sets, coincide too. It can in fact be easily proved: let Z 
stand for the smallest closed set containing I; the mapping I+ Jestablishes a 
l-l correspondence between the domains of increasing subsequences and 
closed sets. Thus, X,, has the same distribution as the computation time of 
ttie knapsack algorithm studied in [8]. 
We must mention also a problem of Ulam which concerns asymptotics of 
the length L, of the longest increasing subsequence of the random 
permutation. Hammersley [3] used Kingman’s ergodic theorem [5] to show 
that L,ln’/’ converges in probability to an absolute constant c and gave its 
upper and lower bounds. The bounds were slightly improved by Kingman 
161. Later, Logan and Shepp [9] analyzed asymptotics of the well-known 
Schensted distribution on Young tableaux, which is closely related to the 
uniform distribution on permutations, (see, e.g., Berge [ 11, Knuth [7]). (In 
particular, Schensted [ 1 I] showed that the length of the first row of the 
random Young tableau coincides, in distribution, with L,. A result by 
Greene ]2] states a similar characterization of other rows of the random 
Young tableau.) Using this connection, Logan and Shepp ‘were able to prove 
that c > 2. (A similar approach was studied by Kerov and Ver6ik [4], who 
claimed, without a detailed proof, that c = 2.) 
Let us notice now that if I, is the domain of the longest increasing subse- 
quence, so that ] Z, ] = L, , then clearly X,, > 2’In1 = 2Ln. In view of Logan and 
Shepp’s result, we have then that, with probability approaching to one, 
(In X,)/n w  > 2 In 2( 1 - E) v’E>o, 
which gives the lower bound of a in (1.5). The existence of this constant will 
follow from the Kingman’s ergodic theorem applied to a special super 
multiplicative stationary process. 
2. EVALUATION OF E(X,,), E(Xf) AND BOUNDS FOR HIGHER ORDER 
MOMENTS 
It is convenient to assume that the random permutation s, of {l,..., n) is 
generated by a sequence Y,,..., Y,, of independent random variables Yi 
uniformly distributed on the interval [0, 11. More precisely, the random 
permutation s, is (al ,..., a,) if Ya, < ... < Ya.. Then 
xn=c &I, 
I 
(2-l) 
where E, is the indicator of the event “{ Yi}iC, is an increasing subsequence.” 
As 
E(&l) = P(EI = 1) = (]I]!)- 1, 
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we have 
E(X,)=CE(&,)=C(IzI!)-‘= i (k!)-’ 
I I k=O 
Similarly, 
E(X”,) = c E(E[, x * *- x E,,,). I I... .I,. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
LEMMA 1. 
E(Xi)= c 4’((k +l)!)-’ 
k+lin 
(2.4) 
and, for v > 3, 
where p, = 2” - v - 1. 
Remark. pz = 1, hence we need to prove that (2.5) holds true for v >/ 2 
and becomes equality for v = 2. 
Proof Let Y > 2 and I, ,..., I, c { l,.,., n 1. Introduce 
T = { j; j belongs to at least two of I, ,..., I,). 
(Forv=2, T=I,nZ,.)IfITI=O,thene I, ,..., E,~, are independent and conse- 
quently 
E(E,, x *.a x q,,)= fi E(e,J= fj (ILW (2.6) 
a=1 a=1 
Let now ) TI = t > 1, and T = (j, ,..., jt}, j, < . . . < j,. By definition of E,, we 
have 
El, x **- x El, > E,, x *** x E,,, x E,, 
with equality for v = 2. Let J= (l,..., n}\T, J is union of consecutive 
intervals J, ,..., J1+, , some of them possibly empty. Introduce also disjoint 
subsets 
I,,=f,nJ,, l<a<v, l<s<t+l. (2.7) 
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With this notation we have 
where A stands for the event 
I+ I 
{yj, < “’ < Yj,) f-7 n 
I 
yj,-l < yj < yj,, j E fi I,, 
I 
9 (2.9) 
s=1 a=1 
Yj, = 0, Yj,+, = 1. Denoting y, = 0, y,, , = 1, we obtain 
where ij = CL= 1 i, = xi= I IZmjl. Using repeatedly the fact that for 
u E [O, 1 I 
1 
’ (0 - u>y 1 - Uy* dv = m,!m,![(m, + m2 + l)!]-‘(1 - u)m’+m2+‘, 
u 
we get the following expression for P(A): 
P(A)= (ffis!)/(f+~~is)!- (2.10) 
It is clear that, conditioned on the event A, the random variables E,~$ still 
remain independent, and 
E(E,,, 1 A) = (IZ,,I!)-’ = (ia,!)-‘. 
Then, according to (2.8), (2.10), (2.1 l), we have 
(2.11) 
x n i,,! -I. 
( )I (2.12) l<a<u 
1<s<r+1 
In view of (2.6), (2.12) is valid for t = 0 too, if we take ial = IZ, 1, 1 < a < V. 
BY (2.12), 
l<a<u 
x W9 ILD, (2.13) 
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where t + C a.s i,, < n and K,.(A iL,l> is the number of ordered families of 
sets I, ,..., I,, having parameters t, {ias},gaGr,,IGsGl. To evaluate K,(t, {i,,}), 
notice first that 
t+ I ,+ I 
K,(t, {i,,}) = L,,(t) x A4 n - t - C i, ; t + C i, + 1 
S=l s=l i 
(2.14) 
Here L,(t) is the number of ways to assign elements of a t-long sequence to 
sets Z r ,..., I,, subject to restriction “each element belongs to at least two sets.” 
M(c; d) is the number of distributions of c indistinguishable objects among d 
distinguishable positions. The last factor in (2.14) is the product of (t + 1) 
terms, the sth one being the number of all mutual dispositions of sets I,,, 
1 < a < V, given their cardinalities i,,. There are 
(;)+ (; )+...+ (p-“-l 
ways to include a fixed element of the t-long sequence in at least two subsets 
Z,,, Za,, 1 < a, # a2 < v, whence 
L,(t) = (2” - v - 1)’ = @I”)‘# 
As 
M(c;d)= (‘;“T’ ) 
(Riordan [lo]), then 
( 
t+1 
kf n-t-Ci,;t+C ,+I - 
s=l :‘-:i )- (t+&i,). 
Combining (2.14)-(2.16) yields 
Using (2.13), we get 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
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To simplify (2.18), remember that 
mto (m”, )‘= (“m”), go (23m=(l-4z)-1’2, IzI< l/4. (2.19) 
Therefore, denoting i = i, + ... + i,, 1, we have 
c fi (qiil 42)’ 
ij+. . . +ir+l=i S=l 
= 
2 : (,,,,..yi (qfil Q)‘) 
il+...+il+l=i s=l 
’ i,+..!$i,+,=i j f j  ($0 (;);)’ 
= i,+..i$i,,,=i 8 (::) 
(2.20) 
= coeffzi( 1 - 4~)~“~ ‘)P = -(t + 1)/2 (-4)’ ( i ) 
=4i (t+ 1)/2+i-1 
( i 1. 
(Evidently, (2.20) becomes equality if v = 2.) Putting together (2.18), (2.20) 
completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
As concerns upper bounds for E(X”,), v > 2, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. 
E(X”,) < fj ( kto 2k(j-l)(k!)-l ( a)). 
j=l 
(2.2 1) 
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the innermost summation being taken over all ordered sets of subsets I, ,..., I,, 
such that 
(To justify this derivation, bear in mind that E, < eJ if 11 J, and eJI ,..., cJ,, are 
independent for disjoint sets J, ,..., J,. .) Then 
whence 
E(x)G k,+.z+k (n ,fi 2k’-j+“j-1)(k,,~j+l!)~’ ( kL:j+,) 
W-’ (;I). 
3. ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATIONS OF E(X;) 
THEOREM 1. 
(a) E(X,)- (2 fi)-‘n-1’4 exp(2nV2), n+ co, (3.1) 
(b) E(X;) - cn -‘I4 exp(2 dm ,“2), n+ co, (3.2) 
c = (20n(2 + fi)“* exp(2 + 6))) ‘12, 
and, denoting b: = lim~~~(ln E(q)) n - ‘12, 
(c) fi * 2N2 < 6,; Q b,t < 2(1 + j/T) 242, (3.3) 
for v > 3. 
Remark. In Section 4 we shall show the existence of 
b,. = lim(ln E(Xi))n- “2 According to Theorem 1, that implies . 
fi . 2”2 < b, < 2( 1 + fi) 2”2. (3.4) 
Thus, for a large n, E(X”,) considered as a function of v grows rather fast, 
must faster than moments of, say, the normal random variable. 
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The proof is based on the following lemma. Let 
(3‘5) 
V,(p)= 2 
k+lCn 
. (3.6) 
LEMMA 3. For a fixed p > 0, 
U,@) - (2 j/Ffi)-‘i~-~~ exp(2@n)“‘), n+ co, 
V,@) = a@) n-“4 exp@@) n”*), n-t co, 
a@) = [47cp-*(2 + dm)“*@* + 4)]-‘I* exp(-i(2 + $$)), 
/J@> = 2(2 + &-T7)? 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
Proof of Lemma 3. The approach we use is analogous to Laplace’s 
method of estimating integrals. Only (3.8) will be proved, because (a) the 
sum in (3.7) is of a type encountered in combinatorics far more frequently, 
and (b) its asymptotics can be derived along the same lines as the one in 
(3.8), just omitting some technicalities caused by two-foldness of the sum in 
(3.8). 
First, denoting 
ag)=pk.4’. ((k+l)!)-I k& lk+ ‘)/:+l-l), 
( )( 
(3.9) 
we have 
Y&J)= C 4%+ C 
(n) 
Q*m+ I,1 
*m+l<n t*m+ l)+/<n 
m>o m>O (3.10) 
= vp(p> + v;“(p). 
Confine ourselves to the estimation of Vi”@), as the estimation of VF’@) is 
done in the same fashion. By (3.9) and formulas for binomial coefficients, we 
have 
a?,‘, =pkn![2(m + l)]! m! ([(I + 2m)!]* 
X (n - 1 - 2m)! I! (m + I)! (2m)!)-‘. (3.11) 
Let (m, I) E r,, where r,, is a domain such that l,m,n - I- 2m+ co 
uniformly over (m, I) E r,, as n + co. Then, applying Stirling’s formula for 
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large factorials, we have after some simplifications: uniformly over 
(ml)Er,, 
a?,‘, = (2~))~‘~ X [n(l + 2m))‘(n - I - 2m))‘[- ’ 1”2 exp(Fn(f, m)), 
FJf, m) = n log n - 2(1+ 2m) ln(l+ 2m) 
-(n-I-2m)ln(n-I-2m)+(m+I)ln(m+1) 
-IInl-mInm+Iln4+mInp2+l+2m. (3.12) 
Also, as 
(s/e)s < s! < (as + b)1’2(s/e)S, 
then, for all n, I, m with I + 2m ,< n, one has 
u:“,‘! = O(n”’ exp(F,(Z, m))). (3.13) 
Consider F,(l, m) as a function of two continuous arguments 1, m in the 
domain D, = {I, m > 0: I + 2m < n). F,(I, m) is continuous on D, and 
analytic at all inner points of D,. Inner stationary points of F,(I, m) are 
solutions of the system 
(F,,); = - 2 ln(Z + 2m) + ln(n - I - 2m) 
- In 1+ In(m + I) + In 4 = 0, 
(F,):, = -4 In(Z + 2m) + 2 ln(n - I - 2m) 
+ ln(m + 1) - In m + In pz = 0. 
(3.14) 
Multiplying the equations respectively by 1 and m and adding them, we have 
by (3.12): at a stationary point (I,, m,) 
F,(l,, m,) = n In n - n ln(n - I, - 2m,) + (I, + 2m,). (3.15) 
Elementary considerations show that (3.14) has a unique solution (I,, m,) 
satisfying conditions 
lo/m, = (8 + dm)pP2 =x, 
I,+2m,=t/4(1+~-‘)~+4n(l +x-‘)-2(1 +x-l). 
(3.16) 
It follows then from (3.16) that 
I, + 2m, = n’12d, + d, + O(n-I’*), 
1, = n”2a, + a2 + O(n-1’2), 
m, = n”2b, + b, + O(n-‘12), 
(3.17) 
ai = dix(x + 2)- I, bi=di(x+2)-‘, i= 1,2. 
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By (3.19, (3.17) 
11 
FJZ,, m,) = n In II - n[ln n + ln(1 - n-‘(Z, + am,))] + (1, + 2m,) 
= n[n-'(Z, + 2mJ + fn-yz, + 2m,)2 
+ O(@*)] + (1, + 2mJ 
=2d,fi+2d2+fd:+a(l), 
F,(Z,,m,)= 2d, fi+ d, + o(l). (3.18) 
Let us show that F,(Z, m) is strictly convex on Int(D,). (This will mean, in 
particular, that (I,, m,) is the unique point of global maximum of F,(Z, m) on 
D,.) For an inner point (1, m), one has 
(F,);'= -2(Z+ 2m)-'-(n -z- 2m)-'-m(Z(m +Z))-' < 0, 
(F,);=-8(Z+ 2m)-'-4(n -I- 2m)-'-Z(m(m +I))-' < 0, 
(F,);,=-4(Z+2m)p'-2(n-Z-2m)-'+(m+Z)-', 
so, after some laborious evaluations, 
(F,);’ * (F”xk - cxr>* 
= (2n -I- 2m)(Z + 2m)[(n -I- 2m)(m + 1)mZ]-' > 0. 
Hence, the 2 x 2 matrix F’,‘(Z, m) of second order derivatives is definitely 
negative, which implies strict convexity. An additional study shows that 
41, m) -G -[2(1+ m>]-‘, (3.20) 
where n(Z, m) is the maximal eigenvalue of F;(Z, m). 
The properties of FR(Z, m) lead to the following: for any 6 > l/4, 
v;“(p) - 1 a:“,l, = Py@, d), 
(f.rn)ED,(d) (3.21) 
D,(S)= ((Z,m): (Z,m)E D,, ((I - I,,)' + (m - m,)*)'/* < n'}. 
To prove (3.21) introduce I* = [Z,], m* = [m,]. Clearly, (I*, m*) E D,(6) 
and I* = a,n'/' + O(l), m* =b,n”‘+ O(1). As (Z,,m,) is stationary, 
F,(Z*,m*)=F,(Z,,m,)+ @(I?g)d,d), 
A=(Z*-Zo,m*-m,), IA I = O(l); 
(3.22) 
the middle point (IT 6) belongs to the line segment with the end points 
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(I*, m*) and (l,, m,), whence I= a, n”* + O(l), G = b, n”* + 0( 1). By 
(3.19), 
F,(l”, m*) = F,(I,, m,) + o(n-‘y = F,(I,, m,) + o(l), 
which in combination with (3.12) yields 
Vi”@, S) > a$,. > const n-3’4 exp(FF,(l*, m*)) 
> const n - 3’4 exp(F,(I, , m,)). 
(3.23) 
On the other hand, by the convexity of F,(I, m) and of the domain D,, we 
have: for continuous arguments 1, m, 
(, m,y$c (6) F,(L m) = max{F,(L m): (1, m) E D,, ((I - I,)* + 
n n (m - mo)*)“* = n”) 
= F,(f, $1, /A 1 = ((f- I,)* + (rit - mJ*)“* = n8. 
Hence, applying (3.20), we obtain 
< F,(l,, m,) - (4(f+ a))-’ )A )* 
< F,(l,, m,) - cnZS-‘/*, c > 0. 
Therefore, (see also (3.13)), 
-52 
mn&\P”@~ 
uy,‘, = O(r?* ID,1 exp(F,(I,, m,) - cn2’-“‘)) 
= o(n - 3’4 expFX47 m,))), 
whence, by (3.22), we come to (3.21). 
Let 6 E (l/4, l/3). For (l,m) E D,(6), we have 
F,(l, m) = F,(f,, m,) + f(Fi<& ti)Ad), 
(?( 6) being the middle point, 
((I- 1,)’ + (6 - m,)2)“2 < Id 1 = ((I - I,)’ + (m - m,)*)“* < d. 
But, according to (3.17), (3.19), 
IF;(c 5) - F;(l,, m,)l = O(n-’ Id I), 
IFi(I,, m,) + TV-“*(Uij)l = O(n-‘), 
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where 
a ,, = 2(a, + 2bi)-’ + b,(a,(a, + b,))-‘, 
a 22 = 8(a, + 26,)-’ + a,(b,(a, + b,))-‘, 
aI2 = azL = 4(a, + 2b,)-’ - (a, + b,)-‘. 
So, uniformly over (1, m) E D,(S), 
F”(I, m) =F,(l,, m,) + fn-“*(AA,A) + O(n-’ IAl’), 
A = (a,), O(n-‘ld]3)=0(1). 
Denoting 
y, = re4(l - I,), y, = n- 1’4(m - m,), 
Ay,=Ay2=n-1’4, Y = (Yl, Y2)9 
we have then, in view of (3.12), (3.17), 
Vi”@> - VL”@, 6) - (2n(a, + 2bl)Zal)-1’2n-1’4 X exp(F,(I,, m,)) 
x(279-l 2 
(3.24) 
expF~t4s YWY, AY,. 
IYl<lP”4 
Here, as n+ co, 
expt-#y, Y))AY, AY, 
- (27r)-rj O” lexp(-f(Ay, y)) u’y, dy, = (det A)-“*. (3.25) 
-co 
Putting together (3.18), (3.24), (3.25), eventually 
Vi”@) - [ 16q-*(2 + dm)“*@* + 4)1-r” 
X exp(+(2 + dw)) X nmV4 exp(2 dmnV2). 
Not too surprisingly, Vy’@) has exactly the same asymptotics. Thus, 
V,@) - 2VL”@), which leads directly to (3.8). 
Lemma 3 is proved. 
Clearly, it implies the assertions (a), (b) of Theorem 1. Furthermore, 
combining Lemmas 1, 2, we have: for v > 3, 
lim inf(ln E(X”,))n-“* > p@,) = 2(2 + dm)“’ > 2@,)” 
n-m 
= 2(2” - v - 1)“2 > fi * 2”*. 
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Also, in view of Lemmas 2, 3, 
lim sup@ E(Zi))n-“2 < i7 2(2j-1)“2 = 2(fi+ 1)(2”’ - 1) 
n-cc Jr, 
< 2(fi + 1) 2”‘2. 
Theorem 1 is proved. 
4. LIMITS OF In X,/n”‘, ln(E(X”,))/n”2 
THEOREM 2. There exists an absolute constant a. 
2ln2<a<2, (4.1) 
such that 
(ln X,) n - 1’2 + a, as n-+c0, (4.2) 
in probability and in mean. 
Proof: We shall use the method first suggested by Hammersley [3], (see 
also Kingman [6]), to show the existence of the deterministic limit of 
L Jn ‘j2, L, being the length of the longest increasing subsequence of the 
random permutation. The method allows to deduce the existence of 
lim(ln X,) n I” from Kingman’s ergodic theorem, [ 5 1, for subadditive 
stationary processes. 
Following Hammersley, let us introduce a two-dimensional Poisson 
process V(B) lB E + y ZS2 is the Bore1 a-field in R (2). By definition, for a fixed 
B, Z(B) is the Poisson distributed random variable with parameter mes(B), 
the Lebesque measure of B, so that 
P(Z(B) = k) = epA(Ak/k!), k = 0, I,..., L = mes(B). 
Also, for disjoint subsets B, ,..., B,, 
and Z(B,),..., Z(B,) are independent. Z(B) can be thought of as a random 
number of particles (bacteria, etc.) which fall into B, in average one particle 
per unit square. It is known that, conditioned on the event {Z(B) = m), the 
random location of each of m particles is independent on locations of other 
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particles and it is chosen in accordance with the uniform distribution on B. 
Consequently, if 
B = {(x, y) E II”‘: a<x<b,c<y<dL 
then, given Z(B) = m, x and y coordinates of each point are uniformly 
distributed respectively on [a, b] and [c, d] and independent on each other, 
too. 
For continuous arguments 0 <s < t, let 
Z,, = Z(B,,) = Z({x, Y): s <xv Y < t}), 
so that Z,, is the random number of particles in the square B,,. This relation 
defines a consistent family of finite distributions, and consequently the 
distribution of the process Zsf, 0 <s < t, which can be considered as being 
an almost surely left-(right-)continuous function of s(t). Suppose Z,, > 1. Let 
us order Z,, random points in the square B,, so that their x-coordinates form 
an increasing sequence x, < x2 < .. . < xz,,. Then the distribution of the 
random sequence (y, ,..., yz,,), conditioned on the event {Z,, = m}, m > 1, is 
the distribution of the m-long sequence of independent random variables 
uniformly distributed on [s, t]. 
Let X,, = 1 if Z,, = 0, and, for Z,, > 1, 
where E, is the set indicator for the event “( yi)isI is an increasing subse- 
quence,” and summation is taken over all 1~ {l,..., Zsf}. The argument 
above makes it clear that 
P(X,, = k 1 Z,, = n) = P(X, = k), 0 < k < 2”, 
where X, is the total number of increasing subsequences in the n-long 
random permutation. Consequently, 
P(X,,= k)= x P(Z,, = n) P(X, = k) 
n>b+ 
(4.3) 
= C (e- (f-S)2)((t - s)‘“/n!) P(X, = k). 
n>Uzk 
LEMMA 4. Let 0 <s < t. Then 
(4.4) 
An obvious proof is based on the following simple observation: any two 
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increasing subsequences generated by the random points from respectively 
squares B,, and BI, can be patched together to form an increasing subse- 
quence from the square B,,. Q.E.D. 
Taking logarithms of both sides of (4.4), we have 
ys, a YSf + v,,, (Y,, = ln X,,), O,<s<t. (4.5) 
In Kingman’s terminology, {Y,,} is a superadditive stationary process such 
that the events invariant under the shift { Y,,} -+ { Y, +=, I+ .} have only 
probabilities 0 or 1. (The latter follows from mutual independence of ZSifi, 
for disjoint squares Bsiti, 1 < i < m, m = 1, 2 ,... .) 
LEMMA 5. Fort>O, 
E(Y,,) < 2t. (4.6) 
Proof. By (2.2), 4.3), we have 
qx,,) = f e-f*(t2n/n!) E(X,) = G e-“(t*“/n!) kg0 (Id-’ 
n=O PO i 1 
l 
= e-‘* z. (k!)-Zt2k (gk t2’“-k’/(n - k)!) = z. t2k(k!)p2 
< 7 (2t)2k/(2k)! < G (2t)k/k! = e*‘. 
k:O k=O 
Hence, by Jensen’s inequality, 
E( Y,,) = E(ln X0,) < ln(E(X,,)) < 2t. 
Lemma 5 is proved. 
Also, given 0 < s < t, 
E 
( 
,<;;cGt I GoI) = W’s,) < 2(t - s) < 00. 
Thus, the process { YSt} satisfies all the assumptions of Kingman’s ergodic 
theorem, and hence there exists an absolute constant a < 2 such that 
f’m, t-‘Y,, = a (4.7) 
with probability one and in mean. 
Let 
t(n) = min{t > 0: Z,, > n}; 
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obviously ZOlc,,) = n, Km,,+, t(n) = co with probability one, and also YolCn) 
coincides in distribution with Y, = In X,,. By the strong law of large 
numbers, 
1 = fi; t-*2,, = lim t-‘(n)Z,,,,, = lim t-‘(n)n 
+ n-m n-m almost surely (as.), 
so that, in view of (4.7) 
lim n-“‘Y,,,,, = a, 
n-cc 
a.s. and in mean. 
In combination with equidistribution of Y, and YolCn) it yields finally that in 
probability and in mean 
lim n - “‘(ln X,) = a, 
n+cO 
a ( 2. (4.8) 
We already noticed (see the Introduction), that, for any E > 0, 
P(n-Y2(lnXJ>21n2(1 -E))+ 1, 
so that c1> 2 In 2. 
Theorem 2 is proved. 
We could not improve either of these bounds. To get an idea concerning 
the actual value of a, we have calculated empirical means of In X,, using 
computer-generated random permutations for different value of n. These are 
some of the results: 
n E(ln X,/n”‘) ln(E(X,))/n”’ 
20 1.31 1.44 
100 1.61 1.71 
500 1.78 1.85 
The third column is obtained by using the asymptotic formula for E(X,), see 
(3.1). (This formula is very precise even for moderate values of n.) The 
second column contains empirical means of (ln X,)/n”2 for corresponding 
values of n. In each case we generated 1000 random permutations, and we 
discovered that even in case n = 500 fluctuations of the empirical mean were 
rather small. For instance, the means corresponding to the first and second 
halves of the sample differed from each other by less than 0.004. As we 
know, ln(E(X,J)/n”2 coverges to 2. These data lead to the conjecture 
lim E(ln X,/n”‘) = a = 2, 
nG+co 
though convergence appears to be slow. 
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THEOREM 3. For any v = 1,2 ,..., there exists 
b,= lim n - “* In E(X”). 
n-u2 (4.9) 
Proof. By (4.3), 
E(X;;,) = 7 P(Z,, = n) E(X”,) = T (eCf2tzn/n!) E(X”). 
nzl 
(4.10) 
n=O 
LEMMA 6. Given 6 E (l/3, l/2) and a positive constant c, there exists 
A = A(c, 6) > 0 such that 
where 
‘\‘ 
n$iG) 
(ePr”/n!) exp(cn”*) = O(t1’2-b exp(-Ar**)), (4.11) 
N(6)= {n:ln-zl <z”*+“}. 
Leaving the proof of Lemma 6 until later, let us proceed with proving 
Theorem 3. 
Let 6 E (l/3, l/2). We have, with r = t*, 
E(X&) = C (e-‘*t*“/n!) E(x) + C (e-“t*‘/n!) E(m) 
n&v(S) nW(6) (4.12) 
= W,(t, 6) + W*(t, 6). 
By the assertion (c) of Theorem 1 and Lemma 6, it is clear that 
fim, W2(t, S) = 0. 
Thus, E(X&) < co. Also, E(r”) is increasing with n; hence 
w, (4 4 < WiJ? n,= [s+z l/*+6] = p* + p*"]* 
It follows then that 
and, consequently, 
(4.13) 
lim sup(t-’ In E(X&) - t-l In E(X”,,)) Q 0. 
t-co 
(4.4 1) 
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whence, by the stationarity of {X,,} and the mutual independence of Xor, and 
X 1,,1,+,2, we obtain 
Jwit,) * %GtJ = Jw%, * q,t,+t,> ~J%G,t,+lJ (4.15) 
This “supermultiplicativity” of E(X&), as a function of t, yields the existence 
of 
b, = fim, t - ’ In E(X&). 
* 
Then, by (4.14) and the definition of n, = n,(t), 
lim inf n- 
n-m 
V2 In E(q) > 1iEttf n, - y2 In E&) 
= lir;nEf t-’ In E(X”,,) >, vm, t-’ In E(X;,) = b,, (4.16) + 
so, in particular, b, < co. Similarly, 
liy?f E(&,)/~tX”,J Z 1, n* = [t’ - t+y, 4 
and eventually 
lim sup n - wz In E(X”,) < f$ t- l In E(X”,,) = b”. 
n-co 
That completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
(4.17) 
Proof of Lemma 6. Let us consider for certainty 
.w= ...&+6 (e-Y/n!) exp(cn”*) = Y .>*32+a f,(r). 
We have: for n > m = [r + r”*+‘] = 5 + r1’2+6 + O(l), 
f,, ,(r)lf,(z) < tn-’ exp(c/2n”*) < rm-’ exp(c/2m”*) 
= exp(c/2m”’ + In(rm- ‘)) < exp(c/2m”* - (m - r)m-‘) 
= O(exp(-c,/ru2-“)), 
if r is large enough. Consequently, for these r, n > m, 
f,(r) ~.L(7)[P(~)l”-“~ p(r) = rm-’ exp(c/2m”*), 
and 
(4.18) 
f(t) <f&)(1 +p +p* + . ..) =f,(r)(l -p)-’ = O(.&(r)r’/2-6). (4.19) 
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Furthermore, 
.LW = W=P(g,W)~ 
where, if r is large enough, 
g,(z) = cm”* + m In r + m -m In m - 5 = cm”* + (m - r) + m ln(rm-‘) 
< cm”’ + (m -z) + m[(rm-’ - 1) - (1/3)(tm-’ - l)*] 
= cmY2 - (m/3)(sm-’ - l)* 
<cm w _ P/4 < 2cP2 - P/4 < -P/5, 
as 26 > l/2. Hence, by (4.19), 
f(r) = 0(2”*-” exp(-r*‘/5)). 
Lemma 6 is proved. 
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